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ABSTRACT We have compared the effects of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca21 release inhibitor, ruthenium red (RR),
on single ryanodine receptor (RyR) channels in lipid bilayers, and on Ca21 sparks in permeabilized rat ventricular myocytes.
Ruthenium red at 5 mM inhibited the open probability (Po) of RyRs ;20–50-fold, without significantly affecting the conduc-
tance or mean open time of the channel. At the same concentration, RR inhibited the frequency of Ca21 sparks in
permeabilized myocytes by ;10-fold, and reduced the amplitude of large amplitude events (with most probable localization
on the line scan) by ;3-fold. According to our theoretical simulations, performed with a numerical model of Ca21 spark
formation, this reduction in Ca21 spark amplitude corresponds to an ;4-fold decrease in Ca21 release flux underlying Ca21

sparks. Ruthenium red (5 mM) increased the SR Ca21 content by ;2-fold (from 151 to 312 mmol/l cytosol). Considering the
degree of inhibition of local Ca21 release events, the increase in SR Ca21 load by RR, and the lack of effects of RR on single
RyR open time and conductance, we have estimated that Ca21 sparks under normal conditions are generated by openings
of at least 10 single RyRs.

INTRODUCTION

In cardiac muscle the process of excitation-contraction cou-
pling is mediated by Ca21 influx through voltage-dependent
Ca21 channels, which activate Ca21 sensitive Ca21 release
channels in the membrane of the sarcoplasmic reticulum
(SR) (Bers, 1991; Cheng et al., 1996; Overend et al., 1998;
Bers and Perez-Reyes, 1999). The global Ca21 release
during excitation-contraction (E-C) coupling appears to be a
result of the summation of microscopic Ca21 release events
called Ca21 sparks (Cheng et al., 1993; Cannell et al., 1994;
Lopez-Lopez et al., 1995). Although it is becoming increas-
ingly clear that Ca21 sparks represent elementary release
events of E-C coupling, their functional organization, in par-
ticular whether they are due to activation of a single ryanodine
receptor (RyR) or the concerted opening of many RyRs, re-
mains controversial. Ultrastructural evidence reveals that;22
release channels are present in a typical SR junctional cleft
(Franzini-Armstrong and Protasi, 1997). Mathematical model-
ing suggests that a Ca21 influx of 10 mM/s (which is similar
to Ca21 flux associated with a spark (Blatter et al., 1997;
Lukyanenko et al., 1998)) into the narrow junctional cleft can
increase local free [Ca21] up to levels of 100–600mM
(Langer and Peskoff, 1996). It would be reasonable to assume
that, at these Ca21 concentrations, all or most of the Ca21

channels in the cleft become activated. The multi-channel
origin of sparks is also supported by the multi-focal structure of
release events in confocal images (Parker et al., 1996; Blatter
et al., 1997). In addition, it has been shown that Ca21 release

induced by photolysis of caged Ca21 is spatially homoge-
neous, suggesting elementary release events smaller than Ca21

sparks (Lipp and Niggli, 1996). In contrast, the single channel
interpretation of sparks would be consistent with the small
amplitude of the release flux relative to the expected Ca21

conductance of single RyRs, and by the apparent similarities
between the action of ryanodine and FK506 on spark behavior
and single channel gating (Cheng et al., 1993; Xiao et al.,
1997). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that depletion of
SR Ca21 has no significant impact on the frequency of spon-
taneous Ca21 sparks, which would be consistent with Ca21

sparks representing single openings of channels that are not
influenced by unitary Ca21 flux (Song et al., 1997). In this
study we have probed the functional organization of release
units by correlating the effects of the Ca21 release channel
blocker ruthenium red (RR) on single RyRs and Ca21 sparks.
If the release units underlying Ca21 sparks are composed of
multiple channels, then it should be possible to decrease the
amplitude of the sparks by RR. The degree of inhibition of the
signal could potentially provide information on the number of
channels involved in a release unit.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Confocal microscope

Single ventricular myocytes were obtained from adult male Sprague-
Dawley rat hearts by enzymatic dissociation as described previously
(Györke et al., 1997). The animals were killed by lethal injection of
Nembutal (100 mg/kg i.p.). The standard Tyrode’s solution contained (in
mM): 140 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 0.5 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 10 Hepes, 0.25 NaH2PO4,
5.6 glucose, pH 7.3. The cells were permeabilized by exposure to saponin
(0.01% for 45–60 s, Lukyanenko and Gyo¨rke, 1999). The permeabilization
solution contained (in mM): 120 potassium aspartate, 3 MgATP (free
[Mg21] ;1 mM), 0.5 EGTA, 10 phosphocreatine, 5 U/ml creatine phos-
phokinase, and 8% dextran (40,000, to prevent osmotic swelling of the
cells), pH 7.2. The control experimental solution contained (in mM): 120
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potassium aspartate, 3 MgATP, 0.5 EGTA, 0.114 CaCl2 (free [Ca21] ;100
nM), 10 phosphocreatine, 0.03 Fluo-3 K-salt (TefLabs, Austin, TX) and 5
U/ml creatine phosphokinase, pH 7.2. The free [Ca21] at given total Ca21,
Mg21, ATP, and EGTA concentrations were calculated using a computer
program (WinMAXC 1.80, Stanford University, CA). Ca21 sparks and
caffeine-induced Ca21 transients were recorded by using a Bio-Rad Laser
Scanning Confocal system (MRC 1024ES, Bio-Rad Laboratories, Her-
cules, CA) equipped with an Olympus 603 1.4 N.A. objective. Fluo-3 was
excited by light at 488 nm (25 mW argon laser, intensity attenuated to
0.3–1%), and fluorescence was measured at wavelengths of.515 nm. An
analog recording of fluorescence intensity during each scan was digitized
into 768 or 1024 pixels, giving a nominal pixel dimension of 0.33 or 0.24
mm. Images were acquired at a rate of 2.0 ms per scan. FluorescenceF(xi,
t) was normalized to its basal averageF0, and presented asF/F0 or DF/F0,
whereDF 5 Fpeak 2 F0. The basal averageF0 for the ith column was
computed using IDL software (Research Systems Inc., Boulder, CO) after
excising the pixels that were more than three times higher in amplitude
than a mean standard deviation for the column. Each element of theith
column was then divided by its respective column average, yielding a
self-ratioed image.

Ca21 sparks were quantified using a detection computer algorithm
(Cheng et al., 1999; Lukyanenko and Gyo¨rke, 1999). To exclude false
events, the threshold for event detection was set so that no events would be
identified under conditions when the SR Ca21 release was abolished by
exposing the cells to ryanodine (10mM) and thapsigargin (10mM). The
frequency and amplitude (DF/F0) of events were corrected for detectability
and amplitude distortions introduced by instrumental noise as described
elsewhere (Song et al., 1997). Test images were generated by scaling the
intensity of an averaged Ca21 spark obtained from 28 individual events to
various levels and contaminating the signals by random Gaussian noise at
a level similar to that in experimental images. The test images were fed to
our computer algorithm to evaluate the performance of the program and to
generate correction curves for frequency and amplitude of events. The
correction functions for frequency and amplitude are presented in Fig. 1.

The SR Ca21 content under control conditions and in the presence of
RR was determined from the peak amplitude of the Ca21 transients
induced by application to the permeabilized cells of 20 mM caffeine
(Kawai and Konishi, 1994; Bassani et al., 1995). Free calcium ([Ca21]f)

changes were calculated from fluo-3 fluorescence using Eq. 1.

@Ca21#f 5 KfluoR/~Kfluo/@Ca21#rest2 R1 1! (1)

whereR 5 F/F0 and [Ca21]rest is the free [Ca21] in the “internal” solution
(adjusted to 100 nM) (Cannell et al., 1994). The change in [Ca21]f on
caffeine application (peak [Ca21]f 2 basal [Ca21]f) was converted into a
change in total calcium (peak [Ca21]t 2 basal [Ca21]t) using Eq. 2
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D

1
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where [EGTA]5 0.5 mM,KEGTA 5 163 nM, [fluo-3] 5 30 mM, Kfluo 5
740 nM, [Troponin-C]5 70mM, andKtrop 5 0.5mM. This was considered
the SR Ca21 content at the time of caffeine application.

Lipid bilayer experiments

Heavy sarcoplasmic reticulum microsomes were prepared from the ventri-
cles of dog heart using standard procedures (Dettbarn et al., 1994). Single
RyRs were reconstituted by fusing SR microsomes into planar lipid bilay-
ers as described previously (Gyo¨rke et al., 1997; Gyo¨rke and Gyo¨rke,
1998). Channel incorporation was performed in solutions containing 350
mM CsCH3SO3, 20 mM CaCl2, 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.2) on the cytosolic
(cis) side of the bilayer, and 20 mM CsCH3SO3, 20 mM CaCl2, 20 mM
Hepes, (pH 7.2) on the lumenal (trans) side of the bilayer. The experimen-
tal solutions contained 350 mM CsCH3SO3, 20 or 305mM CaCl2 (free
[Ca21] ;2 mM or 100mM, respectively), 3 mM MgATP, 300mM MgCl2,
20 mM Hepes, pH 7.2 (cis), and 20 or 350 mM CsCH3SO3, 20 mM or
1 mM CaCl2, 20 mM Hepes, pH 7.2 (trans). Single channels were moni-
tored either at130 mV in symmetrical Cs21 (350 mM) or at 0 mV in the

FIGURE 1 Frequency and amplitude correction functions for quantification of Ca21 sparks. Relationships between the number (Napp, A) or amplitude
(Ampapp, B) of Ca21 sparks as reported by our spark detection program and the true number (N) or amplitude (Amp) values of Ca21 sparks, respectively,
for test images containing standard Ca21 sparks of different fluorescence intensities. An average Ca21 spark was constructed by superimposing 28
individual events; this spark was scaled to various intensity levels and contaminated with random Gaussian noise similar to that in experimental images.
Each point was obtained by feeding 100 standard Ca21 sparks to the computer algorithm.
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presence of a Cs21 gradient (350 mMcis/20 mM trans). Single channel
currents were recorded with an Axopatch 200A (Axon Instruments, Foster
City, CA) patch clamp amplifier. Data were filtered at 2–5 kHz and
digitized at 5–10 kHz. Acquisition and analysis of data were performed
using pClamp 6.01 software (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA).

Generation of theoretical amplitude histograms
for sources of various strength

Spherically symmetric spatiotemporal distributions of free calcium con-
centration, free indicator concentration, and the concentration of the cal-
cium-indicator complex Ca:dye (r, t) were obtained by numerically solving
the reaction-diffusion system described previously (Lukyanenko et al.,
1999). The release flux was modeled as the exponentially decaying func-
tion given in Eq. 3.

qrel~r, t! 5 Hq0e
2t/t r 5 location of spark source

0 elsewhere (3)

The peak release fluxq0 varied from 2.4 to 12.5 mM/s. The decay constant
t was 2 ms for all simulations.

Images of Ca21 sparks were generated by using the general approaches
formulated by Pratusevich and Balke (1996) and Smith et al. (1998). Image
formation by the confocal microscope was simulated by spatially convolv-
ing the calcium-dye concentration with a theoretical point spread function.

I~r, t! 5 Ca:dye~r, t! z PSF~r! (4)

The point spread function featured a Gaussian distribution

PSF~r! 5
1

Î2psr

e2(r/sr)2 (5)

The standard deviation of the point spread function was taken assg 5 0.6
mm for all simulations. The convolution was carried out in the Fourier
domain using IDL software (Research Systems Inc., Boulder, CO).

To simulate scanning out-of-focus from the center of the spark, we
randomly sampled the theoretical sparks at radii offset from the spark
center. We used the Inversion Generating Method (Gillespie, 1976), in
which a set of uniformly distributed random numbers is used to generate
another set of random numbers distributed according to a prescribed
probability density function. A spark spherically symmetric about the

FIGURE 2 Inhibition of single cardiac
RyRs by RR. (A) Representative single chan-
nel recordings performed in symmetrical Cs1

under control conditions and in the presence
of 5 mM RR. Channel openings are upward.
Holding potential was130 mV; cis [Ca21]
was 100mM; trans [Ca21] was 20mM. (B)
Dose-response relationship for inhibition of
RyR channelPo by RR under the same ex-
perimental conditions as in (A). Data are pre-
sented as mean6 SEM of 4–6 determina-
tions from different experiments. The
continuous curve was obtained by fitting the
data according to the equationPo 5 1/(1 1
([RR]/EC50)

p) with EC50 5 0.07mM andp 5
0.93. (C) Representative single channel re-
cordings performed in the presence of a Cs1

gradient (350 mMcis/30 mM trans) under
control conditions and in the presence of 5
mM RR. Channel openings are upward. Hold-
ing potential was 0 mV;cis [Ca21] was 2
mM; trans [Ca21] was 1 mM.
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release site presents a circular cross-section perpendicular to the direction
of the line scan. Taking the spark radiusR as the furthest extent of
fluorescence from the source, the probability density of a scan at radiusr
from the spark center isf(r) 5 2r/R2. The probability distribution function
corresponding to this density isf(r) 5 (r/R)2. Inversion of this distribution
function leads to Eq. 6.

r 5 RÎx (6)

Here r is the randomly distributed radius of offset andx is the uniformly
distributed random number selected by Monte Carlo draw. Such a distri-
bution is skewed toward the larger radii, leading to a set of sparks whose
intensities are skewed toward lower amplitudes.

RESULTS

Effects of RR on single RyRs

Heavy cardiac SR microsomes were fused into planar lipid
bilayers, and single RyR channels were monitored using
Cs1 as the charge carrier. The solutions on the cytosolic
(cis) side of the channel contained 3 mM ATP and 3.3 mM
Mg21 (free [Mg21] ;1 mM) to match the concentration of
these ions in the “internal” solutions in our permeabilized
myocyte experiments (see below). The effects of RR on the
activity of single RyR channels recorded at130 mV in the
presence of 100mM cis [Ca21] are illustrated in Fig. 2,A
andB. PanelA shows representative recordings of a single
channel before and after addition (4 min) of the drug
(5 mM), panel B presents the average dose-response rela-
tionship for the reduction ofPo by the drug. The half-
maximal inhibition ofPo was near 0.1mM; at 5 mM the
drug inhibitedPo by ;98%. The effects of RR on RyR
gating at three different concentrations (0.1, 1, and 5mM)
are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, RR reduced the
overall channel activity by decreasing the frequency of
openings without significantly affecting the lifetimes of
openings or amplitude of the currents.

The ability of RR to inhibit RyRs could potentially be
influenced by the membrane potential. (The SR membrane
is thought to maintain no voltage gradient (Baylor et al.,
1984).) In addition, the effects of RR on RyR gating could
depend on both cytosolic and lumenal Ca21. ([Ca21] in the
dyadic cleft during a spark is believed to vary between 100
nM and 100mM (Blatter et al., 1997), and [Ca21]SR '
1 mM (Bers, 1991).) To assess the potential impact of these
factors on the inhibition of RyRs by the drug, we performed
additional experiments with the membrane potential set to 0

and in the presence of 1 mM Ca21 on the lumenal (trans)
side of the bilayer. Thecis [Ca21] in these experiments was
adjusted to;2 mM (the lowest concentration at which a
sufficient number of events could be collected for analysis
in the presence of the drug) to better correspond to cytosolic
Ca21 concentration at the onset of the Ca21 sparks. Repre-
sentative traces recorded under control conditions and after
addition of 5mM RR to thecis compartments are presented
in Fig. 2C. Exposure of the channels to 5mM RR inhibited
Po by ;95% (from 0.01116 0.0018 to 0.00056 0.0002,
n 5 3). Again, the inhibition occurred without significant
alterations in the mean open time (1.26 0.1 ms vs. 0.96
0.2 ms,n 5 3) or single channel current (5.46 0.1 pA vs.
5.2 6 0.3 pA, n 5 3). Thus it appears that the mechanism
and extent of inhibition of RyR by RR are similar under a
wide range of experimental conditions that are likely to
cover the potential differences in the conditions of our
bilayer versus permeabilized cell experiments.

Effects of RR on Ca21 sparks

We investigated the effects of RR on spontaneous Ca21

release events (Ca21 sparks) in saponin-permeabilized myo-
cytes. Permeabilization was performed using saponin in
“internal” solutions containing 30mM fluo-3 and 0.5 mM
EGTA (pCa 7). We have demonstrated recently that under
these conditions, permeabilization does not significantly
alter the frequency and spatiotemporal characteristics of
Ca21 sparks (Lukyanenko and Gyo¨rke, 1999). Application
of RR (.1 mM) to the internal solution caused a reduction
in the rate of occurrence and brightness of Ca21 sparks.
With submaximal blocking concentrations of 5–10mM, the
inhibition developed in the course of 3–5 min and remained
steady for at least 10 min (not shown). At.10 mM, RR
completely abolished sparking activity. To attain strong
inhibition while retaining the ability to collect a sufficient
number of events for analysis, most experiments were per-
formed with 5mM of RR.

Fig. 3 A illustrates representative line scan images ob-
tained from a permeabilized myocyte under control condi-
tions and after successive additions to the internal solution
of 5 and 20mM RR. Time-dependent profiles of the bright-
est Ca21 sparks are also presented below the images. In
accordance with our previous findings (Lukyanenko and
Györke, 1999), permeabilized cells exhibited Ca21 sparks

TABLE 1 Effect of ruthenium red on RyR properties

Channel Properties Control

Ruthenium Red Concentration

0.1 mM 1 mM 5 mM

Open Probability (Po) 0.2256 0.031 0.0946 0.018 0.0176 0.005 0.0046 0.002
Mean open time (ms) 0.846 0.05 0.676 0.14 0.566 0.13 0.786 0.21
Mean closed time (ms) 86 3 586 24 976 39 31606 2290

Data are presented as means6 SEM of 8–13 determinations from different experiments.
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with a frequency of;6 events/s/100mm (6.366 0.65,n 5
43) and practically no spontaneous Ca21 waves under con-
trol conditions. Incubation with 5mM of RR caused an
;10-fold decrease in overall frequency of events (0.626
0.14, n 5 46). In addition, the brightness and the spatio-
temporal size of the fluorescence events were reduced dra-
matically. In the presence of 20mM RR, the cells exhibited
no detectable local fluorescence signals.

Fig. 3 B illustrates the effects of RR on surface plots of
averaged Ca21 sparks constructed by superimposing 10 of
the brightest events obtained under control conditions and 6
of the brightest events in the presence of RR. In the presence
of the drug, the peak amplitude of the fluorescence signal is
reduced by;3-fold with respect to the control situation. At the
same time, the width and duration (at half-maximal width) of
the signal are reduced by 40% and 50%, respectively.

The amplitude histograms of the events measured using
our automated event detection algorithm under control con-
ditions and in the presence of the drug are shown in Fig. 3
C. The histograms were corrected for noise-related distor-
tions in the frequency and amplitude of the events using test
images that contained standard Ca21 sparks with certain
amplitudes (Song et al., 1997). As demonstrated previously
(Song et al., 1997), the amplitude distribution of Ca21

sparks is skewed to lower values by out-of-focus events.
The small fractions of events on the high amplitude end of
the graphs have the highest probability of being localized at
the center of the line scan (Izu et al., 1998; see below). At
5 mM, RR dramatically reduced the number of large am-
plitude events (.0.5DF/F0) narrowing the distribution, and
shifting it toward the low amplitude end. The mean ampli-
tude of Ca21 sparks comprising 5% of the brightest events
was inhibited 2.8-fold (1.956 0.04, n 5 23; vs. 0.706
0.06,n 5 5) by RR. At 20mM, RR eliminated virtually all
events. Similarly, no events were detected in cells in which
the SR Ca21 stores were depleted by a pretreatment with
ryanodine (10mM) and thapsigargin (10mM; not shown).
These experiments confirm that the events identified by our
detection algorithm in the presence of 5mM RR are related
to Ca21 release from the SR.

To further investigate whether the small events acquired
in the presence of RR are associated with operation of
RyRs, we carried out experiments using the specific ago-
nists of RyRs, caffeine, and ryanodine. It is believed that
caffeine can induce RyR channel openings by sensitizing
the channels to cytosolic Ca21. Ryanodine at submicromo-

lar concentrations appears to act by locking the RyR into a
long-lived sub-conductance state (Meissner, 1994). Consis-
tent with the effects of these compounds on RyRs, caffeine
increased the frequency of the small-amplitude events in the
presence of RR (from 0.766 0.16 to 5.156 0.37 events/
s/100mm, n 5 5) while ryanodine increased their duration
(from 16.46 0.56 ms to 33.36 3.43 ms,n 5 35; Fig. 4,A
andB, respectively). These effects occurred without signif-
icant changes in the magnitude of the events (0.556 0.03
DF/F0, n 5 38 vs. 0.536 0.04 DF/F0, n 5 31 in the
presence of caffeine; and 0.546 0.04 DF/F0, n 5 31 vs.
0.566 0.03DF/F0, n 5 32 in the presence of ryanodine).
These results provide additional evidence that the small
events in the presence of RR are caused by openings of RyR
channels.

Effects of varying source strength on amplitude
distribution of theoretical Ca21 sparks

The Ca21 spark is only a crude measure of the underlying
Ca21 source. It is corrupted by inaccuracies in image ac-
quisition (i.e., optical distortion, scanning out-of-focus and
instrumental noise) and by effects of various diffusion,
transport, and binding processes (Pratusevich and Balke,
1996; Smith et al., 1998). To better understand the effects of
RR on the RyR gating behavior underlying Ca21 sparks, we
have performed theoretical simulations using a numerical
model of the Ca21 spark. The mathematical model of Ca21

spark formation, including the effects of the microscope,
was constructed according to the approaches described pre-
viously (Pratusevich and Balke, 1996; Smith et al., 1998;
Izu et al., 1998; see Methods). The peak Ca21 flux under-
lying Ca21 sparks has been estimated in the range of 2–10
mM/s (Blatter et al., 1997; Lukyanenko et al., 1998). We
simulated Ca21 sparks using underlying Ca21 fluxes of 2.4,
6.0, 10.0, and 12.5 mM/s. The theoretical amplitude distri-
butions were generated by randomly varying the scanning
line position around the center of a standard spark. Our
simulations do not include the effects of instrumental noise
because the experimental data were corrected for distortion
in frequency and amplitude of the events. Images of our
standard Ca21 sparks at three different source strengths,
along with the corresponding amplitude distribution graphs,
are shown in Fig. 5,A and B, respectively. As reported
previously (Izu et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998; Cheng et al.,

FIGURE 3 Inhibition of Ca21 sparks by 5mM RR. (A) Representative line scan fluorescence images of a permeabilized myocyte under control conditions
and after addition to the “internal” solution 5 or 20mM RR (as indicated above the images). Calibration bar: horizontal, 60 ms; vertical, 20mm. The graphs
below the images plotF/F0 averaged over three spatial pixels centered at the brightest fluorescence events present in the corresponding images. (B) Surface
plots of Ca21 sparks under control conditions and in the presence of 5mM RR. The signals were obtained by averaging 10 and 6 events for the control
and presence of the drug, respectively. (C) Amplitude histograms for Ca21 sparks recorded under control conditions and in the presence of RR. Data were
from 393 and 77 events for control and RR, respectively, in four permeabilized cells. The data were corrected for missed events and distortions in the
amplitude caused by noise using the correction functions presented in Fig. 1.
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FIGURE 4 The effects of caffeine and ryanodine on the small fluorescence events in the presence of RR. (A) Representative line scan fluorescence images
of Ca21 release events under control conditions (top panel), 5 min after exposure of the cell to 5mM RR (middle panel), and 30 s after introduction of
200 mM caffeine (bottom panel). The graphs plotF/F0 averaged over three spatial pixels centered at Ca21 release events. (B) Representative line scan
fluorescence images of Ca21 release events under control conditions (top panel), 4 min after exposure of the cell to 5mM RR (middle panel), and 3 min
after introduction of 100 nM ryanodine (bottom panel). The graphs plotF/F0 averaged over three spatial pixels centered at Ca21 release events. Calibration
bars: horizontal, 100 ms; vertical, 20mm.
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1999), the amplitude distribution of Ca21 sparks decreases
monotonically. Reducing source strength skews the distri-
butions toward lower amplitudes.

Fig. 5 C plots the relationship between spark amplitude
and underlying peak Ca21 release flux for standard sparks
(located at the center of the line scan) and for the cases of

FIGURE 5 Effects of varying source strength on amplitude distribution of theoretical Ca21 sparks. (A) Images of standard Ca21 sparks simulated with
underlying release fluxes of 10, 6, and 2.4 mM/s (relative source strengths 1.0, 0.6, and 0.24, respectively). (B) Theoretical amplitude histograms of events
for the standard Ca21 sparks presented in (A). (C) Relationship between the Ca21 spark amplitude and underlying Ca21 release flux determined for standard
Ca21 sparks (squares), the means of 5% of the largest sparks (circles), and the means of all the sparks in the amplitude distributions (triangles). (D) The
same relationships as in (C) with normalized fluorescence amplitude and source strength values.
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5% of the brightest events and all events in the theoretical
amplitude distributions. For standard Ca21 sparks, the rela-
tionship is close to linear in the explored peak Ca21 flux
range. Inclusion of out-of-focus events shifts the graph to
lower amplitudes, with notable distortion in linearity. These
results are illustrated better in Fig. 5D, in which both spark
amplitudes and source strengths were normalized. It appears
that the spark amplitude-source strength relationship ob-
tained with the highest amplitude events is a reasonably
good approximation of the same relationship for standard
Ca21 sparks. It can be deduced from these theoretical sim-
ulations that a 3-fold decrease in amplitude of brightest
events is equivalent to an;4-fold decrease in the peak
release flux through the release units in the presence of RR.

Effects of RR on SR Ca21 load

It has been shown previously that RyR inhibitors, including
tetracaine and procaine, increase the SR Ca21 load, presum-
ably by reducing the leak of Ca21 through the Ca21 release
channels (Stephenson and Wendt, 1986; Gyo¨rke et al.,
1997). Such changes in the amounts of releasable Ca21

could result in underestimation of the degree of inhibition of
SR Ca21 release by the drug, and therefore require consid-
eration. We used caffeine applications to assess the effects
of RR on the SR Ca21 content under the conditions of our
experiments. Fig. 6 shows the effects of exposure of a
permeabilized cell to 5mM RR on Ca21 transients elicited
by application of 20 mM caffeine. The amplitude of the
caffeine-induced Ca21 transients was increased dramati-
cally in the presence of the drug (0.2996 0.018 mM vs.
1.2546 0.344mM). These series of experiments are sum-
marized in Fig. 6B, which plots the SR Ca21 load before
and after incubation of five different cells with 5mM RR.
The results are presented as changes in the total Ca21

considering the amount of buffers (EGTA, Troponin-C) and
the dye in the internal solution (see Eq. 2, Methods). It can
be seen that the total amount of releasable Ca21 increased
by ;100% following incubation with RR (from 151 to 312
mmol/l cytosol).

DISCUSSION

In this study we have compared the effects of the inhibitor
of the Ca21 release channels, RR, on single RyR channels in
lipid bilayers and Ca21 sparks in permeabilized rat ventric-
ular myocytes. Our principal finding is that Ca21 sparks can
be reduced into smaller, “more elementary” fluorescence
signals, implying that spark is a multi-channel event. We
also showed that inhibition of Ca21 sparks results in a
dramatic increase in the SR Ca21 content, suggesting that
the resting SR Ca21 load normally is limited not by Ca21

uptake, but rather by leak of Ca21 through RyRs.

Effects of RR on single-channel events and
Ca21 sparks

In bilayer experiments, RR at 5mM inhibitedPo of RyRs by
;50-fold without significant effects on the conductance or
the mean open time of the channel (Fig. 2; Table 1) These
results are consistent with those from previous studies sug-
gesting that RR inhibits RyRs primarily through reducing the
overall availability of the channels by inducing long closures
(Rousseau and Meissner, 1989; Ashley and Williams, 1990;

FIGURE 6 Effects of 5mM RR on SR Ca21 load. (A) Ca21 transients
induced by application of 20 mM caffeine to the whole bath under control
conditions and in the presence of 5mM RR. (B) Changes in the total SR
Ca21 content under the same conditions calculated by taking into account
Ca21 bound to EGTA, Troponin-C, and fluo-3, as described in the Methods
section. Data are presented as mean6 SEM from five different experi-
ments.
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Lindsay and Williams, 1991; Xu et al., 1998). In permeabilized
cardiac myocytes, RR at 5mM reduced the frequency of Ca21

release events by a lesser amount (;10-fold), and decreased
the amplitude of the brightest events (with most probable
localization on the line scan (Izu et al., 1998; present study) by
;3-fold (Fig. 3). The reduced inhibition in cells compared to
that in lipid bilayers may be attributed to the elevation of
intra-SR [Ca21] upon application of the drug in the permeabil-
ized myocytes. We have shown previously that elevating lu-
menal Ca21 can increase the open probability of reconstituted
RyRs (Lukyanenko et al., 1996; Gyo¨rke and Gyo¨rke, 1998).
Thus the inhibition of RyR activity by RR in permeabilized
cells is partially offset by the potentiation of RyR activity due
to elevated lumenal calcium. This is in contrast to the lipid
bilayer experiments, where the calcium concentration in the
compartment corresponding to the SR lumen (i.e.,transcom-
partment) is fixed.

Ultrastructural evidence suggests that the volume
scanned by the confocal microscope (13 1 3 100 mm)
contains;20,000 RyRs arranged in clusters composed of
;20 channels (Franzini-Armstrong and Protasi, 1997). If
RR inhibits 95% of the channels, at any time it would leave
;1,000 RyR channels available for activation, i.e., one
channel per cluster. Therefore, most events in the presence
of RR are likely to represent openings of single RyRs in
separate release units. It has been proposed that elementary
release events associated with operation of single RyRs (i.e.,
“quarks”; Lipp and Niggli, 1996) are below the resolution of
the confocal microscope. Under our experimental condi-
tions we might be able to visualize these fundamental sig-
nals because of the increased SR Ca21 load resulting in
greater Ca21 fluxes through the RyRs.

Recently, Xu and co-authors (1999) demonstrated that RR
can induce gating to subconductance states in purified cardiac
RyRs. In particular, they observed long-lived openings with
conductance 25% of that of fully open channels recorded at 0
mV with 10 mM lumenal Ca21 as the current carrier. In our
bilayer experiments performed in native cardiac RyR channels,
RR caused no formation of substates, nor did we observe
prolonged fluorescence events that could be attributed to this
type of gating behavior in permeabilized cells exposed to RR
(although we were able to record fluorescence signals reflect-
ing gating to substates induced by ryanodine, Fig. 4B). These
discrepancies in results could be ascribed to different experi-
mental conditions (i.e., different RR concentrations, presence
of MgATP in this but not in the referenced study) and to the
possibility that the ability of RR to induce substates is different
in purified versus native RyRs. Thus it is highly unlikely that
our results are influenced by formation of substates among
RyRs.

Effects of RR on SR Ca21 load

Our estimate of the SR Ca21 content (;151mmol/l cytosol)
under control conditions agrees well with previous esti-

mates of the SR Ca21 content in rat ventricular myocytes
(185mmol/l cytosol (Varro et al., 1993); 114mmol/l cytosol
(Bassani and Bers, 1995); 169mmol/l cytoplasm (Diaz et
al., 1997); 115mmol/l cytosol (Terracciano and MacLeod,
1997)). Exposure of the cells to RR resulted in a dramatic
increase in the SR Ca21 content (to;312 mmol/l cytosol).
An analogous increase in the SR Ca21 load has been ob-
served previously in the presence of the local anesthetics
tetracaine and procaine in cardiac myocytes exhibiting
spontaneous and depolarization-induced Ca21 release (Ste-
phenson and Wendt, 1986; Gyo¨rke et al., 1997; Overend et
al., 1998). These effects have been attributed to inhibition
by the drugs of Ca21 leak through the SR Ca21 release
channels (Gyo¨rke et al., 1997) or altered balance of Ca21

fluxes mediated by the various cellular Ca21 transport
mechanisms during inhibition of periodically evoked in-
duced Ca21 release (Overend et al., 1998). In addition, the
increased SR Ca21 accumulation by local anesthetics could
be due to the ability of these drugs to block the K1 perme-
ability of the SR membrane. It has been reported that
various SR K1 channel blockers, including procaine, can
increase the amount of releasable Ca21 in skinned amphib-
ian muscle fibers (Fink and Stephenson, 1987; Fink and
Veigel, 1996). The mechanism of action of these com-
pounds on the SR Ca21 content presumably involves indi-
rect modulation of lumenal Ca21 binding sites through
altering counter-fluxes for H1 and Mg21 across the SR
membrane (Fink and Stephenson, 1987; Fink and Veigel,
1996). Our present results obtained in quiescent permeabil-
ized myocytes using RR, considered to be a more selective
inhibitor of the RyR channels with no reported effects on
the SR K1 channels, demonstrate that inhibition of resting
Ca21 release through these channels can indeed cause a
dramatic increase in the SR Ca21 content.

The fact that inhibition of Ca21 sparks can cause a more
than twofold increase in the SR Ca21 content indicates that
resting Ca21 leak via spontaneous openings of RyRs plays a
significant role in setting the SR Ca21 load in normal myo-
cytes. Under resting conditions the SR Ca21 load seems to be
limited not by the ability of the Ca21-ATPase to move Ca21

into the SR against the gradient, but rather by the dissipative
loss of Ca21 through the RyRs. An important implication of
this result is that spark-mediated Ca21 leak represents a po-
tential site for regulation of the Ca21 storing function of the
SR. Indeed, influences enhancing basal RyR activity would be
expected to lower the amount of Ca21 sequestered, while
agents that reduce RyR open probability would enhance SR
Ca21 accumulation, affecting the Ca21 available for contrac-
tile activation (Lukyanenko and Gyo¨rke, 2000).

How many RyRs are involved in Ca21

spark generation?

The release flux underlying a spark is proportional to the
product of the number of channels comprising a spark and
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the magnitude of the single channel flux. The single channel
flux in turn is a function of conductance, opening duration,
and the Ca21 gradient across the SR membrane. Therefore,
the minimal number of channels contributing to a spark can
be assessed from the reduction by the drug of the ensemble
Ca21 release flux underlying the spark, considering the
elevation of [Ca21]SR in the presence of the drug and the
possible effects of RR on the conductance and open state of
single RyR channels.

In our experiments, RR (5mM) reduced maximal spark
amplitude by threefold (Fig. 3). This is due to a reduction in
the number of channels participating in a spark, due to
occlusion by RR. Theoretical studies of Ca21 spark forma-
tion have shown that the amplitude of Ca21 sparks is
proportional to release flux underlying these local fluores-
cence events (Pratusevich and Balke, 1996; Smith et al.,
1998). As we specifically estimated in the present study, a
threefold reduction in the amplitude of the events corre-
sponds to a fourfold inhibition of the underlying Ca21

release flux (considering off-line sampling effects, Fig. 5).
By reducing efflux from the SR, RR effects an elevation

in [Ca21]SR. Thus the reduction in spark amplitude is par-
tially mitigated by an increased concentration gradient be-
tween the SR lumen and the cytosol. In our experiments, the
SR Ca21 content increased from 151 to 312mmol/l cytosol
(Fig. 6). Assuming a lumenal Ca21-binding site concentra-
tion of 7 mM, KD ' 0.5 mM, and SR5 3.5% cell volume
(Bers, 1991) this change in the total SR Ca21 content would
correspond to an increase in the free lumenal [Ca21] from
;0.6 to 3 mM. These estimates are in the range provided by
measurements of free intra-SR [Ca21] using low Ca21

affinity fluorescence indicators ($0.7 mM, Shannon and
Bers, 1997) and NMR (from 1 to 5 mM, Chen et al., 1996)
under normal loading conditions and under conditions of
increased SR Ca21 accumulation. Tinker and Williams
(1992) reported a highly nonlinear relationship between
efflux through RyRs and lumenal Ca21 activity, one that
saturated at 2–3 mM lumenal [Ca21]. According to their
study, an increase in [Ca21]SR from 0.6 to 1 mM to 3 to 5
mM should result in at least a 2.5-fold increase in efflux
through RyRs (the relationship is highly nonlinear saturat-
ing at 2–3 mM Ca21).

Ruthenium red at the concentrations used to suppress
sparks in permeabilized cells induced long closures, but had
no significant effects on conductance or mean open time of
single RyRs in lipid bilayers (Fig. 2). Therefore, we rule out
any significant alterations in spark amplitude due to alter-
ations in single channel conductance or open-time duration.

Based on these results we conclude that Ca21 sparks in
the absence of the drug are generated by openings of at least
n ' 4 (decrease in ensemble Ca21 flux) 3 2.5 (increase in
unidirectional Ca21 flux through RyR)5 10 single RyR
channels.

Our conclusion about the multi-channel nature of Ca21

sparks is consistent with the low unitary Ca21 conductance

of reconstituted single RyR channels (Mejia-Alvarez et al.,
1999) compared to the estimated Ca21 release fluxes un-
derlying Ca21 sparks in both cardiac and skeletal muscle
(Blatter et al., 1997; Rios et al., 1999). They also agree with
the relatively low variance of mean amplitude of Ca21

sparks recorded at fixed locations in mouse cardiac myo-
cytes (Bridge et al., 1999).

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health Grants HL 52620
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